






































Reference:  File #9-B-13-UR  
909 Emory Church Rd. “Westland Cove” 
 

September 7, 2013 
 
 
Members of the Knoxville Metropolitan Planning Commission: 
 
 
I hope you will take the time to read my letter. 
My name is Elizabeth Barnes Griffin – Libby - and I have lived my life in Knoxville – first in 
Colonial Village in South Knoxville and then thirty-five years in the Concord community at 
922 Fox Road. (Strictly-speaking: I left for three years of school in Memphis.)   
 
Despite the growth over that last thirty-five years, the Emory Church/Fox Road area 
continues to be a residential neighborhood.  The Sector Plan calls for continued 
residential development in our area. 
 
Although you are, by the nature of your appointments, already familiar with the legalities 
of “Sector Plans,”  “Uses Permitted on Review,” and the specifics of “Planned Residential 
(PR)” vs. “Agricultural (A)” zoning, I was not.   
 
Here’s what I have learned:  Each zoning designation has specific characteristics, 
purposes, restrictions, and protections. 
 
Like you, in your official capacities, as a developer, the person proposing the “Westland 
Cove” development knows the law and knows what he/she is requesting:    

1. Rezone only a portion of the property at 909 Emory Church Road from Agricultural 
to Planned Residential leaving a small, but highly developable section open to the 
exploitable applications available as “Agricultural,” both now and in the future, and 

2. Address the entire “Westland Cove” development when considering “Uses 
Permitted on Review,” thus combining (for your vote) possibly desirable housing 
options with totally undesirable commercial development in a residential 
neighborhood. 

 
The developer’s request for partial rezoning – together with the labyrinth of 
exceptions to zoning guidelines - is an obvious attempt to combine the benefits of 
both zoning options for him, while disguising protections inherent within those 
same guidelines from the community.   
 
It is my understanding that your in-house staff has recommended that you approve a 
request for partial rezoning of the property at 909 Emory Church Road - leaving a portion 
of that property zoned Agricultural - while also approving a “Use on Review” proposal for 
that same rezoned land (including the “Agricultural” section) – in its entirety.  I cannot 
think that the staff has had sufficient time to look at the number of stratagems the 
developer is using to justify his or her own ends.  I am referring specifically to combining 
the allowable “commercial” development options included in “Planned Residential” zoning 
for needed options such as Day Care facilities into a proposed marina development.  



 
These gravel parking spaces, more than a hundred additional boatsheds on gravel lots, 
warehouse of additional boats, and a six-lane boat launch ramp are not for residents, - 
but are a commercial establishment.   
 
There are already two marinas in the Sinking Creek embayment of Fort Loudon Lake – 
one within a mile of this site.  The “West Cove” development calls for multiple trips 
between the two sections of the proposed marina for each “visit” – i.e. drive your car into 
the gravel parking lot; hook-up your boat and drive it across Emory Church Road into the 
marina; launch your boat; drive your car and trailer back across Emory Church Road and 
park in the gravel lot; then, walk back across the road to get in your boat and leave.  And 
then the same thing in reverse when returning!  All of this takes place in a bend in the 
narrow road.  Neither this small cove nor the road infrastructure is adequate for such a 
huge increase in traffic.  Emory Church/Fox Road does not provide safe vehicle access 
for thousands - according to your staff report – of additional trips into and out of a marina 
development.   
 
The Use on Review proposal is for a COMMERCIAL MARINA in a RESIDENTIAL 
NEIGHBORHOOD.   
 
This type of maneuvering is inappropriate, deceptive, and unethical; it should be dealt 
with accordingly by the Commission. 
 
The Metropolitan Planning Commission is an honored and respected part of long-range 
planning for Knox County.  My father, George Barnes, was a former Chairman of the 
MPC.  He knew the importance of evaluating carefully the needs of the community vs. the 
wants of an individual property owner or developer; he valued doing the “right thing.”   
 
I urge you to support the character and integrity of our residential community - our trust in 
the fairness of the written law, as interpreted by you: 
 

1. Recommend that the County Commission rezone this land as Planned Residential 
only and in its entirety, leaving us the enforceable rights and protections of “Use on 
Review” that pertain to PR Zoning, and 

2. Recommend that the County Commission reject the current “Uses on Review” 
petition for commercial development of a marina and/or boat storage facility of any 
kind. 

 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Elizabeth Barnes “Libby” Griffin 
922 Fox Road (a continuation of Emory Church Road with a change in name) 
Knoxville TN 27922 
865-966-3455 
liby660@att.net  
 
c:  neighbors  








































































































